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Assessing academic performance is the main focus of your assessment, so analyzing what you're looking for in your results can help you define what skills and knowledge you're asking students to demonstrate, and then guide what type or assessment method you can use. You can include other professional skills such as communication,
digital and informational, ethics and reflective practices. These skills are often mixed into skilled learning outcomes and may also include other learning outcomes from graduates. Academic learning results include student action or skills, usually identified through a verb describing, analyzing, evaluating, designing or creating that indicates
the development of skills that may be a cognitive skill or one used in professional practice;a field of knowledge; and a contextual or academic environment or practice where the student can apply competence and knowledge. If your criteria and standards have been focused on skills and knowledge to be considered, you have the ability to
find different methods and formats for assessment that still rate them without having to do much, if anything, to change the rubric. Refer to your AQF documents to determine the level of your AQF course and course, and make sure that the learning results and standards you rate them on are parity with the requirements. For example, a
bachelor's degree is an AQF level 7 and a Masters is a level 9. Once you've determined the degree level, it's a good idea to review the taxonomies listed below to make sure you've covered all the skills covered in the AQF level across the course. Ideally, this will have been done by the course team, so check with your course director first
to find out what's designed for your course. Early stages of a degree are more likely to face lower taxonomy, but can also extend to higher levels. Marking assessments will depend on the standard you assign to each of the taxonomies that will reflect what would be needed for your discipline at each stage of the degree. See the Rubric
Sample page for more examples. The first step in determining your grading method is to analyze your learning outcome. Examine each of your learning outcomes for a selected assignment and identify the skills you ask students to demonstrate. Review what action you want them to take, is it a cognitive skill or a professional or practical
skill? Think about the level of thinking you want students to demonstrate, are they lower order thinking skills or higher order thinking skills? The level of thought is associated with the verb in the learning outcome which indicates the skill the student is expected to achieve. Look at Revised Bloom's taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002) or SOLO
taxonomy (Biggs, n.d.) to get a sense of what each level can be expected to do in terms of your learning outcome. The following table contains a terminology that is usually associated with each level of actions for each level of thinking based on taxonomy:RememberUnderstandApplyAnalySisEvaluateCreate Select, Define, Find, Label,
List, Match, Name, Recall, Relate, Select, View, Spell, Tell, What, When, Where, Why Classify, Demonstrate, Explain, Expand, Illustrate, Interpret, Outline, Relate, Reshape, Reshape, View, Summarize, Translate Search, Build, Select, Construct, Develop, Experiments with, Identify, Interview, Make Use of, Model, Organize, Plan, Select,
Resolve, Use Analysis , assume, categorize, classify, compare, conclude, contrast, detect, dissect, separate, divide, examine, inference, Inspect, Motive, Relationships, Simplify, Survey, Test For, Theme Review, Rate, Assign, Assign, Recommend, Subtract, Defend, Decide, Disprove, Estimate, Evaluate, Explain, Influence, Interpreter,
Judge, Justify, Measure, Opinion, Perceive, Prioritize, Prove, Rate, Recommend, Select, Support, ValueCustomer, Build, Modify, Select, Compile, Compile, Construct, Construct, Create, Delete, Design, Develop, Discuss, Elaborate, Elaborate, Elaborate, Elaborate, Elaborate, , Estimate , Formulate, Imagine, improve, invent, makeup,
maximize, alternative assessment types to include specific skillsAssessment tasks can vary each time you deliver a topic while the skills and content considered in the course remain the same. Alternative assignment formats enable students to demonstrate their learning toward achieving academic results and Graduate Learning
Outcomes For example: If you consider the ability to examine and present information, you can ask students to present the information through audio, video, presentations, information sheets, graphical data representations, or report or essay format. If you developed communication skills through digital literacy, you can ask students to
use an online format, such as a blog, wiki, or journal. The scientific information can be presented using an alternative form for an essay or report. An eportfolio can be used to ask students to reflect on their practices,Social media can be used to encourage students to develop skills in ethical, legal and safe use of the online environment.
Table: Types of assessment tasks assigned against the intended learning result. A downloadable file on types of assessment with examples and suggestions for use is available. For each of the types of results below, see the rubric example for ideas about how to write related standards for each performance competency. Regardless of
the type of assessment, the skill considered should remain the same, so that the standards should be the same for the skill even if you edit the context or content of the assignment. Generic learning outcomesEstimation types that can be adjusted according to the skill sets of intended learning outcomes As critical and make assessments
(Develop arguments, reflect, evaluate, evaluate, judge) of advice to ... Present a case for an interest groupPrepare a committee briefing paper for a specific meetingbook review (or article) article) a specific journalWrite a newspaper article for a foreign newspaperComment commentary on an article's theoretical perspective Solving
problems and developing plans(Identifying problems, pose problems, define problems, analyze data, review, design experiments, schedule, use information) Problem scenarioGroupworkWorkwork-based problemPreparing a request committeeCredit a research bid to a realistic cardAnalyzing a caseConference paper (or notes for a
conference paper plus arranged bibliography) Perform procedures and demonstrateTechniques (Calculation, take measurements, use equipment, follow laboratory procedures, follow protocols, perform instructions) DemonstrationRole playCreate a video (write scripts and produce / make a video)Produce a posterLab reportPrefie an
illustrated manual on the use of the equipment, for aparticular audienceObservation of real or simulated professional practice Manage and develop yourself (Work cooperatively, work independently, learn independently, be autonomous, manage time, manage tasks, organize) JournalPortfolioLearning contractGroupwork Access and
manage information(Investigate , examine, interpret, organize information, review and rewrite information, collect data, search for and manage information sources, observe and interpret) /td&gt; Commented bibliographyProjectDissertationApplied taskAns linked task Demonstrate knowledge and understanding(Recall, describes, reporting,
retelling, recognizing, identifying, and interrelating) Written surveyEller surveySsayReportComment about the accuracy of a set of RecordsViewing a leksicon entry Write an answer to a client's questionCard answer to questions: True/False/ Multiple ChoiceQuestions (paper-based or computer-assisted assessment) Add or edit to a
Wikipedia article Designing, create, perform(Imagine, visualize, design, produce, create, innovate, perform) PortfolioPerformancePresentationPresentpotheticalProjectsCommunicating learning Express in poetry Communication (One and two-way communication, communication with in a group, verbal, written and non-verbal
communication. Argue, describe, promote,interview, negotiate, present, using specific written forms) Written presentation (essay, report, reflective paper, etc.) Oral presentationGroupworkProfessional/debate/role playStand in a Court of EnquiryPresentation to cameraObservation of real or simulated professional practice Source: Teaching
@UNSW | Assessment Toolkit Adjust assessment with results Document Version Date 07/08/2015 teaching.unsw.edu.au/aligning-assessment-learning-outcomes (Dunn, 2010, adapted from Nightingale et al., 1996). University of New South WalesCategorial assessmentThere are a number of different ways to categorize assessment.
Usually, the assessment is divided into diagnostic, formative or summing. Diagnostic testing or assessment may before or early in the teaching meeting to give the student feedback about their progress and understanding. The purpose of this type of assessment is often referred to as early assessment with low effort, and you can read
more about designing assessment for first-year students on the Learning and Teaching, Assessment and Moderation website. Diagnostic testing can also be performed before the session begins to determine what skills and knowledge students have about specific areas associated with the study. This is usually the case that learning can
be more directed for students depending on their results of testing. Formative assessment or assessment FOR learning - Formative assessment is defined in different ways (Dennis, 2016); formative assessments when accompanied by feedback from teachers and peers can be used to change teaching strategies to meet learning needs;
formative assessment gives students feedback about progress and identifies areas of improvement and provides teaching staff with information about where students need to improve. Formative assessment can also be defined as assessment methods to improve teaching or learning. Some examples of assessment FOR learning are
presented:ContextAssessment type In-Class In-class quizzes /problem sheets Formative Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ's) in class One minute test In class peer- and self-review of work against fixed criteria In class discussions In class feedback on assignments / reviews Online Online formative MCQ is developed by students Problem
solving activities Online formative MCQ is developed by employees Participation in online discussions, blogs or wikis Out of class Use of pre-submission checklist for assessment Research activity as group Source: O'Neill, G. (2015). Curriculum design in higher education: Theory of practice. Dublin: UCD Teaching &amp; Learning. ISBN
9781905254989 emphasis is placed these days on self-reflective assessments of students known as Assessment AS learning. These are assessments where students reflect on and monitor their own progress to inform their future learning goals (O'Neill, 2015). Summative assessment or assessment OF learning - assignments assess
students' learning performance against the intended learning outcome. Summative assessment occurs at a selected point in the teaching and results in the final form of a character. These assessments are quite often used as a means of identifying and discriminating against the level of attainment of learning outcomes by students. The
reports from these summative assessments provide evidence of student achievement related to learning. Instead of informing teaching or learning in the current session, they are valuable for reflecting and evaluating subject design for later offers. Dennis (2016) provides a list of questions that can enable instructors to judge the summation
assessment Does it focus on how students learn? Is sensitive and constructive? Does it promote motivation? Does it promote understanding of goals and criteria? Does it help students know how to improve? Does it develop the capacity for self-assessment? Does it recognize all educational achievements? References and
ResourcesO'Neill, G. (2015). Curriculum design in higher education: Theory of practice. Dublin: UCD Teaching &amp; Learning. ISBN 9781905254989 D., Sadler, R., Joughin, G., James, R., Freeman, M., Kift, S., &amp; Webb, G. (2010). Assessment 2020: Seven proposals for assessment reform in higher education. Sydney, Australia:
Australian Learning and Teaching Council.Nottingham Trent University (2013). CADQ Guide: Formative rating and feedback. Centre for Academic Development and Quality, Nottingham Trent University. Retrieved from D., &amp; Dochy, F. (2010). Rating 2020. Seven proposals for assessment reform in higher education. In 2010, 100,000
people were out of 100,000. Consider student learning: A common sense guide. John Wiley &amp; Sons.Kift, S. (2009). Articulating a transition pedagogy to scaffolding and to improve the first year student learning experience in Australian higher education: Final report. Retrieved from Sydney: Sieber, V. (2009). Diagnostic online
assessment of basic IT skills in first year students in the Medical Sciences Division, University of Oxford. In 1999, an article was published in the British Journal of Educational Technology, 40: 215–226. 10.1111/j.1467-8535.2008.00926.xTreagust, D. (2006). Diagnostic assessment in science as a means of improving teaching, learning
and retention, UniServe Science Assessment Symposium Proceedings, Reading at A&amp;amp; M website: Tuesdays:Assessing students through alternative methods
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